
When your workers and contractors are 
in the field performing critical safety 
inspections, a digital field inspection 
platform can make the difference between 
hoping work is being done and being 
certain. Here are some examples of recent 
cases of fraudulent field inspections – and 
how a digital field inspection platform could 
have prevented them. 
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It only takes one bogus inspection to miss dangerous conditions that could 
cause an outage, a fire, or customer injury or death. With so much at stake, 
verifying safety inspection performance is a must. Fulcrum’s here to help.

Want to learn more about Fulcrum’s field inspection platform works to keep utilities 
safer? Check out the customer success story of Premier Utility Services – “Fulcrum is 
revolutionizing the way we conduct damage prevention and leak detection.”
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Trust but verify – combating 
field ops fraud

Pacific Gas & Electric found that a former contractor had 
falsified 3,000 electric system inspection reports over the 
course of two years, only discovered when a pole that had 
supposedly been inspected collapsed into a residential 
swimming pool.

A federal inspector falsified safety reports at a Virginia 
nuclear plant. The senior safety inspector was found to 
have falsified inspections of fire suppression 
mechanisms and flood barriers. The bogus inspections 
were discovered only after the inspector retired.

A simple cross-check of location of inspection versus 
actual location of inspector reveals deception.

A digital field inspection platform can require 
documentation such as geotagged photos or videos to 
eliminate the risk of inspectors recycling old inspection 
photos to prove a non-existent current inspection.

What would have helped:

What would have helped:

Native geolocation capabilities

Required inspection documentation

The Washington Metro structures department filed bogus 
inspections for years. Instead of documenting conditions 
of bridges, platforms, and tunnels, inspectors copied and 
pasted old inspection reports to create new ones. 

With a digital field inspection platform, reports are 
generated automatically from data collected, eliminating 
the possibility of cut and paste text not based on current 
inspection data.

What would have helped:
Automatic report creation

NYC track inspectors skipped inspections and falsified 
reports by copying and pasting information and images 
from previous reports. The falsified inspection records 
were uncovered when a news outlet reported track debris 
falling on cars below elevated tracks – debris that would 
have been seen had inspectors been performing track 
inspections.

Checking the date and location stamps on photos would 
have shown that the inspection documentation was old and 
not from its purported locations.

What would have helped:
Observation of date and location stamps
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